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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR ECB meeting the main focus. Update on macro outlook expected. Normalisation track re-affirmed 

USD Fed keen to control inflation – will the data play ball? CPI the focus this week. 

JPY Intervention watch after recent surge in USD/JPY above 125  

GBP Heavy data week – Inflation and employment reports to counter some of the BoE’s recent dovish rhetoric  

 

Overnight comment  
Most Asian stocks tracked US stocks lower, with Chinese shares the main exception. In 
USTs yields pushed a little higher in the Asian session, with the curve hanging on to 
yesterday’s steepening. 10yr UST yields pushed above 2.8% ahead of today’s CPI 
report. 10yr JGB yields remain elevated just below levels where the BoJ has intervened 

in the past but did not push any higher today.     
 
Moves in the FX markets overnight were small. USD/JPY is little changed around 
125.50, while EUR/USD is a fraction softer at 1.0870. Japanese PM Kishioda noted 

that it was important for FX to be stable and abrupt moves were undesirable. Finance 
Minister Suzuki also noted that the government was closely monitoring developments in 
the fx markets, with a sense of vigilance. At current levels we expect verbal intervention 
to be frequent but as we noted yesterday in our Market Insight “Intervention unlikely 
unless JPY weakens a lot further” actual currency market intervention seems to be 
falling out of favour and does not appear imminent.    

 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

GE – ZEW expectations (DI, Apr) -48.5/-39.3 

UK – Payrolled employees (k, Mar) 125/275 

UK wages (3m%YoY, Feb) 5.4/4.8 

US – CPI (%YoY, Mar) 8.4/7.9 

US – Core CPI (%YoY, Mar) 6.6/6.4 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Eurozone/UK. The ZEW survey will reflect the impact of events in Ukraine and should 

push even lower on the month amid on-going sanctions on Russia, after a record plunge 
last month (from +54.3 to -39.3). In the UK the labour market report is the focus. 
Payrolled employee growth has been very strong since Q2 2021 and will likely remain 
solid. Yesterday’s GDP data and today’s labour market report underscore that the 
economy is heading into the historic income squeeze with a fair degree of momentum. 
The Bank believes that the historic income squeeze will do some of its tightening for it 
and sees current market pricing of UK rate hikes as excessive. We expect that the pace 
of rate hikes may slow in H2 22 but that further tightening in 2023 will be required.    
 
US. The CPI report is the data highlight of the week. It is the last CPI report before the 

May FOMC meeting, at which a 50bp hike is widely expected. Inflation is the Fed’s main 
focus and the March CPI is set to push above 8.0%YoY to a 40-year high adding to the 
Fed’s discomfort and keeping the pressure on policymakers. With WTI pushing below 
$100, some of the more apocalyptic forecasts for inflation have disappeared. It may even 
be the case that inflation peaks in March. However, there are plenty of factors 
suggesting that the move down from the peak will be gradual. Rents are likely to push 
higher, supply chain strains remain elevated and Chinese lockdowns will only add to 
these pressures. Covid continues to linger and the labour market looks very strong.     

Market Summary  
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
ECB doves struggling against backdrop of elevated inflation  
Bloomberg published its latest survey of economic forecasts for the eurozone yesterday. We were struck by the very 
modest scale of downward revisions to activity forecasts even as the CPI forecasts surged. The consensus for Q1 
GDP edged lower by 0.1pp to 0.2%QoQ and the Q2 GDP forecast was nudged lower by 0.2pp to 0.5%. For 2022 as a 
whole the consensus dipped just 0.4pp to 2.9%. At the same time the CPI forecasts surged. 2022 HICP was revised 
higher from 2.9% to 6.5% and core CPI was revised from 2.0% to 2.2%. 2024 CPI was unchanged at 1.9%. 
Economists look quite upbeat about the outlook but seem quite relaxed about the policy outlook, expecting a first hike 
in Q4. One factor keeping growth from dropping too far is the fiscal response. The higher gas and electricity prices go, 
the more most eurozone governments are inclined to step in and provide subsidies to consumers. This remains an 
on-going process but by the end of the year these subsides may be quite substantial as a percentage of GDP. More 
growth and higher debts. In addition, to the extent that the output gap is closed, more fiscal spending will simply boost 
prices more than activity.    
 
Our expectation is for the end of the asset purchase programme to be announced at the June meeting and for it to 
conclude in early Q3. We look for a first hike at the September meeting, with another hike in the depo rate in 
December.   
 
At Thursday’s ECB meeting, given the jump in inflationary pressures in recent months, we expect that the hawks will 
remain in control of the narrative. President Lagarde seems unlikely to be overly forthcoming on timings given that 
uncertainty remains elevated. We expect that inflation will remain the most pressing problem for the central bank but 
that Lagarde will caveat any statement with the warning that the ECB remains data dependent and that uncertainty is 
high.  
 
It remains our expectation that the EU will eventually add Russian oil to the Russian coal embargo and that energy 
prices in the eurozone will remain elevated in coming months. To some extent the hit to consumers will be dampened 
by looser fiscal policy, which from the central bank perspective means more tightening required. Nonetheless, in the 
current environment we expect that EUR will push lower as the FOMC ramps up policy tightening more aggressively 
than the ECB is doing. The closeness of the upcoming French election will also weigh on EUR in the short term.    
          
 
 

 

Source : Current - Bloomberg: Forecasts - Mizuho 

  

FX forecasts (as of 1 Apr) Current Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 Q1 23

USD/JPY 123 126 125 123 120

EUR/USD 1.11 1.09 1.07 1.09 1.10

GBP/USD 1.31 1.33 1.34 1.36 1.39

EUR/GBP 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.79

EUR/JPY 137 137 134 134 132

GBP/JPY 161 168 168 167 167
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 
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research.  
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